WHO IS WHO IN THE CLEANTECH CRASH CASE
Update 6
Confirmation connection data proving the financial, operational and political
confirmed relationships, between all of the following, provided by: Law
enforcement case files; FOIA’s; journalists; financial record tracking; HSBC &
other published leaks; tax evasion tracking investigations, employees;
XKEYSCORE, Palantir, Recorded Future, Google and related investigation matrix
and Fusion center databases; authorized email, phone call, gps & text
surveillance; and other materials known to investigators.

The Dirty Senators:
At least two U.S. Senators engaged in insider trading, illegal funds
transfer, sabotage of competitors to their backers, self-dealing and kickback programs with Tesla, Solyndra and Nevada Cleantech programs.
and illegal funds transfer.
The Russians:
Russian Mining companies and their investors had arrangements to mine
the Cleantech minerals and also owned some of the CleanTech companies
that Steven Chu gave money to. The core deals were originally premised
on U.S. control of Afghanistan, where most of the mining deals were
targeted; but that didn’t work out so well. U.S. taxpayers questioned why
Steven Chu gave emergency U.S. taxpayer cash to Russian billionaire
owned companies Ener1, Severstal and others. Blogoyavitch and Musk
connections are still being investigated. Kleiner Perkins had formed a
partnership with some of the Russians, now on U.S. “watchlists”.
In-Q-Tel:
Provided digital and media hit-job resources and data manipulation
technology services. In-Q-Tel is a sister organization to Eric Schmidt’s
New America Foundation. Eric Schmidt & John Doerr are in published
media as their biggest promoters. Notorious for having five tons of
cocaine on their airplanes. In-Q-Tel says they are part of the CIA. The CIA
says they are not.
-

New America Foundation:
Sister organization to In-Q-Tel. Post White House resting place of some of
the suspects. Lobbyist organization directed by Eric Schmidt. Called a
"Think Tank" but major media refers to them as a Silicon Valley political
leverage company.
Gawker Media & Nick Denton:
The Sidney Blumenthal-esque media hit-job arm of the Silicon Valley
Cartel. Now facing a lawsuit with a famous celebrity they also defamed in
another hired political hit-job.
Steven Chu:
Associate of the Cartel. Arranged all funds to only go to Cartel members
companies and actively sabotaged competitors to the Cartel. Was
nominated by the same group who nominated Eric Holder. Quit, in
disgrace, after bi-partisan national media called him “inept” & “corrupt.”
The United States Department of Energy:
Federal agency where 80% of the scheme was conducted alongside the
TARP crony deals.
IBM Consulting Group & Argonne National Laboratories:
The original D.O.E. review groups that Steven Chu’s and Rahm
Emanual’s staff had manipulated D.O.E. application comparisons to
benefit the Cartel, exclusively. Rahm Emanual had a close personal
relationship with Argonne.

Robert Gibbs:
White House Press Secretary at the time of the set-up of XYZ.
Immediately resigned when confronted by investigators about XYZ
David Axelrod:
Senior White House Advisor at the time of the set-up of XYZ. Immediately
resigned when confronted by investigators about XYZ
Steven Rattner:
White House “Car Czar” working in the West Wing to coordinate the cash
to Detroit. Resigned suddenly. Then was indicted for Securities fraud.
Then went to work for Eric Schmidt’s New America Foundation.
The Silicon Valley Cartel:
A criminal-level Cartel per the classic definition of the term. Comprised
of new money billionaires in Silicon Valley who had formed a Cartel
business alliance to seek to control state and federal public policy in
order to gain exclusive power and profit benefits. Uncovered in the
“AngelGate Scandal”, The “Silicon Valley Anti-Poaching Scandal” and The
Corbett Report expose documentaries. Holding billions of dollars in
resources and novel “weaponry” , such as the spy tactics of In-Q-Tel, the
lobby clout of New America Foundation and the control of which news
media is allowed on the web via Cartel-controlled Google.
The National Venture Capital Association (NVCA):
The grandfathers of The Silicon Valley Cartel. James Breyer and Gilman

Louie were the instigators of both In-Q-Tel and NVCA. All of them work
aggressively on stock market control, valuation collusion, public policy
and federal law steering and outsider termination tactics.
John Doerr:
One of the “Godfathers” of the Silicon Valley Cartel. Controlled the
majority of the operation.
Kleiner Perkins:
The most notorious VC company in the Cleantech Scam. Founder, Mr.
Perkins was shammed globally for calling poor people: “Nazi’s” for being
so poor and not accepting billionaires as their masters. Partner, Khosla
was sued by California for locking off California’s most pristine public
beach because “he said so”. Associate Ray Lane was indicted for massive
tax evasion. The whole company was sued for misogyny and sex abuse by
a former senior staffer. Almost everyone at Kleiner is from the same few
frat houses.
McKinsey Consulting:
The arrested Raj Gupta was working at McKinsey on the XYZ scam.
Kliener Perkins and the Silicon Valley Cartel had McKinsey author and
blanket, via mass distribution, Washington DC officials with their white
papers. Ironically, every single one of the white papers pitched Congress
on a dire future unless funds were allocated for Project X: In a funny
coincidence Kleiner Perkins already owned all of the components of
Project X.
Elon Musk, Tesla Motors, Solar City and Space X:

Recently exposed in the national media as the individual who is the
largest recipient of taxpayer give-ways from The White House, in U.S.
History. A campaign finance kickback scheme is suspected. His
technologies keep blowing up on main-stream media. Partnered with
Kleiner Perkins and Google. Sued for fraud by partners, suppliers,
employers, wives and customers. Closely affiliated with Steven Chu’s
staff and the financial partner of the two U.S. Senators that helped him
get his taxpayer money.
Deloitte Consulting:
Was the Cartel’s Consultant, Tesla and Solyndra’s financial managers and
Steven Chu’s review consultant in a dramatic conflict of interest.
Solyndra:
The first one of the Cartel companies to be publicly raided by the FBI.
The public has not seen the entire results of the Solyndra investigation.
The Solyndra failure and sudden bankruptcy, immediately after received
a massive amount of U.S. taxpayer cash was found to be suspicious. A
sequence of failures from the Steven Chu/Cartel scam followed with
Abound, A123, Ener1, Fisker, and on and on, under very suspicious
circumstances. The losses to the U.S. taxpayer continue to escalate.
Eric Schmidt:
Silicon Valley Cartel senior member. Runs Google. Uses Google to
manipulate the web to attack competitors and politicians the Cartel does
not like. Spent more time in the White House, manipulating U.S. laws
than all of the members of Congress, put together.
-

Goldman Sachs:
Was participant, partner, organizer in every one of the Steven Chu and
Kleiner Cleantech & Afghan Russian deals. Scraped fees, skims and tax
credits at every level of each deal. Made huge profits off companies that
got huge amounts of state and federal taxpayer cash and suddenly,
mysteriously, went bankrupt.
Gary D. Conley:
One of the first whistle-blowers whose death is suspected to be a result
of the Cartel. Rajeev Motwani, David Bird and over 80+ other suspicious
deaths related to the case have caused concern.
Eric Holder:
Nominated by same group that Nominated Steven Chu via Covington and
Burling. Provided cover at DOJ.

